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Just how safe are school buses?
Kaerrie Simons
Nest Editor

It is Monday morning and the yellow
school bus is traveling along residential
streets and busy highways on its way to
pick up your children or your neighbor's
children. It is only one of an estimated 440
thousand yellow school buses that will
make such a trip today in this country,
transporting approximately 23 million elementary and secondary children to and
from school and various activities.
That's about 54 percent of all K-12 students in the United States being entrusted
to the drivers of those school buses and the
drivers of the vehicles that will pass them,
forget to signal, speed through the school
zones, or neglect to stop.
Annually, it will amount to about 10
billion individual student rides or 20 billion hoardings and deboardings. That's a
lot of accidents waiting to happen. Or is it?
The images are unforgettable. The
vehicles so_big; the victims so small. A
flash of yellow, the crumpled metal, the
children being carried on stretchers to
waiting ambulances. School bus accidents
seem to touch us in the deepest part of our
hearts, strike at some of the deepest fears
in parents and non-parents alike.
When one of these accidents occurs,
the question is raised again in town hall
discussions, congressional meetings and in
front of millions of television sets: Can we
do better by our children; just how safe are
America's school buses?

The facts may surprise you. Annually,
"about II children are fatally injured
inside school buses and 25 are fatally
injured as pedestrians in the loading and
unloading zone around school buses,"
according to School Transportation News.
"By contrast, between 1989 and 1996,
9,500 school-age children were killed during school hours while riding in all kinds
of motor vehicles."
While the loss of any life is tragic, the
simple truth is school buses are still the
safest form of ground transportation in this
country, as reported by the National Safety
Council (NSC). In fact, "yellow school

buses are 172 times safer than the family
car," said school bus safety advocate Dr.
Cal LeMon, who recently released the first
ever state-by-state Report Card on School
Bus Safety in the U.S.
While there is still much work to be
done to make school buses safer, school
bus fatalities are down more than 200 percent from 1975. Many of the changes that
have made school buses safer have come
from the work of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),
which has implemented several behavioral
and educational programs to address
school bus safety. Modifications to school

buses have also made school bus transportation safer over the years.
For one, the recommendation that all
school buses be painted "school bus yellow" to make them easily recognizable to
motorists as such has its own safety advantage. Also, recent requirements have added
retroreflective tape around the emergency
exits to make nighttime rescues easier.
In addition, "stop arms" were required
for all school buses manufactured after
September 1992. And standards were
modified to allow additional light sources
on buses and strobe lights on stop arms to
help lessen the problem of illegal passing
by motorists.
However, at the heart of the latest
debate on school bus safety is the issue of
modifying school buses even further with
the addition of seat belts.
Serious school bus accidents and
reports like the ones featured this year on
CNN television programs can bring the
debate to a fevered pitch. As with any
debate though, there are valid pros and
cons to consider when deciding whether or
not to support recommendations for school
bus seat belts.
The debate is limited to large school
buses (over I 0,000 lbs. GVWR-gross
vehicle weight rating) as small school
buses under that figure already require
availability of seat belts by federal law.
That's because buses of that small size
behave more like passenger cars. In large
Please see Safety on page 4

Florida students voice opinions on election
Nicole Stinger
Nest Editorial Assistant

The second annual "What Florida
Students Think" survey was conducted by
Florida Leader magazine this summer.
The survey probed the mi nds of 257 campus leaders statewide to find out whom
they're casting their ballots for and what
they thi nk should be addressed in the candidates' platforms in this year's gubernatorial race. In the survey, Florida collegians also voiced their opinions on what
could be done to improve the state, what
concerns keep them awake at night, and
how college will have prepared them for
life after graduation. ·
The survey showed that 40 percent of
the student leaders are planning to vote

for Jeb Bush, I 8 percent for Lt. Gov. such as health care, taxes, and welfare,
Buddy McKay and 24 percent for other were suggested as being important concandidates. A few weeks still remain for cerns for Florida's emerging leaders.
candidates to sway the 18 percent of stuHere at the University of South
Florida, students, too, have concerns
dent leaders who are undecided.
Forty-one percent of the campus lead- about what they think the gubernatorial
ers surveyed believe that the most impor- capdidates should address in their plattant issue to be addressed by the candi- forms. Of the students interviewed, all
dates is the quality of education in · had concerns that fell into the top four
Florida. This year's number one concern categories of the 1998 "What ·Florida
was polled at 26 percent last year. The Students Think" survey.
David Rodrigues, USF Bayboro
second largest concern with campus leaders is crime at 18 percent and trailing in Campus SO President and one of the 257
third at 17 percent is the cost of educa- student leaders surveyed, said, "One of
tion. The fourth issue of concern is the the key issues I'd like to see them focus
management of Florida's priceless envi- on is college issues. Consider the fact that
ronmental resources at 13 percent. After there was just a 25 percent increase at
the top four, another 67 different issues, USF in tuition costs and now they ' re pro-

jecting a possible 40 percent or more
increase for I 999. The main reason
behind the tuition increase is the fact that
USF is moving more toward a research
institution, but I think there needs to be
someone looking after how much the students should be paying for that change."
Tressa Whalen, a graduate student in
the journalism program, said she wanted
the candidates to address several issues
on Florida's environment.
"The platform that I'm most interested in would be regarding the environment. I want to know how each candidate
plans to restore and manage our water
system. I want to hear how they plan to
clean up our oceans."
Please see Survey on page 2
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It takes a Family Village
Susan K. Kesselring
Nest Co11tributor

Photos by Nicole Stinger

The YWCA-USF Child Development Center and the Family Village, pictured above, are located on the
corner of Sixth Avenue South and Fourth Street South.

Survey continued from page 1

Jennifer Denard, an elementary
education graduate student, said her
main concerns were in the quality of
education.
"My main concern is to protect the
integrity of the public school system.
I don't feel that the proposed voucher
system will do that. I want to know
how the candidates plan on raising the
bar in public education."
Knowing what your concerns are
as a voter is important because knowing what you want will help you
choose a candidate.
Choosing a candidate isn't an easy
task. Candidates may talk about the
platform you're concerned about and
even give good responses to your concerns, but don't be fooled. There is no
written contract stating that what a
candidate promises will happen when
he or she is in office.
Kaerrie Simons, a graduate student in the journalism program, said,
"I think the question is not so much
what the platform is or should be, but
what's the truth behind the platforms
they've presented."
Simons gives an example of
understanding the truth behind the
platforms by explaining Lt. Governor
Buddy McKay's stance on wanting to
lower the cost of Medicare in Florida.
"Are you (Buddy McKay) saying
you want to lower the cost of
Medicare just to get elected in a state
with so many residents on Medicare
or are you really going to put your

money where your mouth is? I want to
see the history of his actions in this
area before I decide whether or not
he's truly behind this platform."
Knowing a candidate's past history can give a voter a better understanding of what to expect if he or she
is elected to office. Another important
tactic to better understanding a candidate is to find out where they stand on
a number of issues.
"This election, like all gubernatorial elections, is very important. Voters
need to take a good hard look at how
each candidate stands on a variety of
issues, not just the one that's had a lot
of air play," said Simons, referring to
the voucher proposal.
There are a number of ways to
find out a candidate's point of view.
A concerned voter can call the candidate's campaign headquarters and ask
to speak to the office seeker or someone who knows the stance the candidate will take on issues. Community
organizations, like The League of
Women Voters, should have up-todate information on the hot issues
candidates are debating. For more
information on the LWV, visit their
web site at http://www.cs.uwf.edu/lwhite/lwvf.htm. These are just a few
of the possible sources easily available to a voter.
In the end, it's like Rodrigues said,
"When you support candidates, you
need to support them on . more than
one issue. You need to look broadly at
how well the candidate would do in
office."

There is a new kid on the block at the
intersection of Sixth Ave. S. and Fourth
St. S. where children spend their days in
exploration and homeless families find
refuge in a building appropriately named
· the "Family Village." The community
housing and day care center was dedicated Sept. I in a ceremony that honored
those who contributed to the Family
Village vision and its construction .
The two wings of the building are, for
the most part, independent and offer separate services to the families in the community, although some services overlap.
For instance, homeless parents who find
a job might use the daycare center for
their children.
One wing is called the Virginia
Lazzara Housing Program, and it
replaces an older, identically named
facility at that site. The late Virginia
Lazzara sat on the board of the YWCA
and the St. Petersburg League and fostered community support for housing for
homeless families. She died from cancer
shortly before the original building
opened in the early 1980s. It was torn
down last year to make way for the new
housing complex.
The other wing houses the YWCAUSF Child Development Center.
The building's exterior is cheerfully
painted in blue, yellow and red on a white
background. The same colors are carried
throughout the interior of the daycare
section. The apartments of the housing
development are decorated in mauves
and browns and are newly furnished.
Jane Mulligan, director for the child
development center, said the daycare is
jointly sponsored by the University of
South Florida's St. Petersburg campus
and the YWCA.
Mulligan said USF donated $260,000
to the YWCA and, in turn, the YWCA has
agreed to allow USF students priority
registration for their children prior to and
a couple weeks into the start of the
semester.
The center reserves 75 percent of the
slots for the students. Those who are
enrolled full time and have a child or
children enrolled in the daycare may
qualify for a small discount, she said.
Students majoring in education and
human services programs can benefit by
having an opportunity to intern at the
daycare center or at the housing unit,
where they can apply the curriculum to
hands-on experience.
Mulligan said the daycare center has
two interns for the fall semester.
Steve Wolf, director of housing and
support services for the YWCA, said the
primary focus of the shelter was to help
as many homeless families as possible.

Unfortunately, he said, the staff will turn
away families even though the center is
now larger and has two floors of eight
two-bedroom units.
The upstairs wing provides long-term
housing and downstairs is for short-term
residents. Homeless families with at least
one child under the age of 18 are qualified for acceptance.
The average stay for short-term residents is between three to six weeks. The
main goal is to help find work for residents of short-term housing and to find
them permanent housing, Wolf said.
To qualify for long-term housing, a
person must be referred from another
emergency shelter in the area or from
short-term housing downstairs and be
working toward a school or college
degree. Families may stay anywhere
from one to two years, depending on
individual situations.
A staff person with a master's in
social work coordinates employment,
budgetary and educational goals for the
families. The case plans are developed
based on each individual's needs.
Wolf, who earned his master's it)
social work at the USF campus in Tampa,
did his thesis work on families staying in
emergency shelters. Among those he
interviewed was the woman who is now
his boss, Peggy Sanchez, executive director of the YWCA. When Wolf's predecessor resigned, Sanchez asked Wolf to
consider applying for the position, he
·
said.
Sanchez, who is credited for getting
the center created, spoke at the dedication
about the vision and legacy of Lazzara,
saying Lazzara inspired her.
Lazzara, she said, witnessed a demographic shift among homeless people,
from older males and females to a
younger generation of homeless families,
many comprised of single mothers with
children. Sanchez said Lazzara told her,
"We have to do something about this,
Peggy."
USF-St. Petersburg Dean Bill Heller
acknowledged the support of four entities. He thanked the YWCA for its commitment to the families and children of
the community; the City of St. Petersburg
for its assistance; the president of USF,
Betty Castor, whose interest in children,
he said, is second to none; and the students of USF for their commitment and
energy to the project.
At the ribbon-cutting, people on the
stage and in the audience erupted into
"oohs" and "aahs," the kind you hear
when people welcome a new born baby.
Attention was turned to a little guest,
Hunter Lindenberg, who performed the
drum roll at the ceremony. He is Virginia
Lazzara's 2-year-old nephew and is
enrolled at the daycare center.
Traditions do live on.
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Struggling with the woman inside
Tressa Whalen
Nest Contributor

Sara lies wide-awake tonight. Her
body is tired. All she wants to do is sleep.
She huddles down in the covers a little bit
further. Acid churns in her belly. The day's
events run through her head. A boy at
school asked her out for a date and she
wanted to go. She told him "no" though
because she knows what would happen if
she even broached the subject at home.
Who would want her anyway? Her mother
and father began arguing the minute her
father walked in the door from work. It
continued until her mother took a sharp
slap across the temple. Oh, maybe he
won't come tonight. Maybe mom will stop
him. Maybe he'll forget. .. Maybe ...
Across the country from Sara, Carla
sits at the family table for dinner. She's
really not all that hungry, but she knows
her mother will notice if she doesn't eat.
Her mother plops mashed potatoes and
gravy on her plate, covering the fried
chicken. Carla's stomach rolls. They say
grace and her parents and siblings fight
over pepper, salt and butter. Her older
brothers poke at her soft belly and begin
with "my momma's so fat. .. " jokes.
Sara's door creaks open. She squeezes
her eyes shut and her body begins the shutdown process. A rage so fierce begins
snaking its way into her mind. She hates.
Her mother lays in silence down the hall.
Her sister sleeps soundly in the next bed.
Fifteen minutes go by and she drags herself to the bathroom where she hangs over
the toilet, dry-heaving. Her body is bruised
and thin. Blue veins twist around her arms
and hands. Slle' is 5'5", 90 lbs. and only 13
years old. Her head is pounding and she
just wants to die.
Carla excuses herself from the table
and goes to her room. She takes off her
shirt and stares at her body; she is disgusted. She is beginning to look like her mother. She loves her family, but they embarrass her. Her father is plainly obese and her
mother is bordering on a coronary. OK,
maybe she didn 't love her three brothers.
They constantly plague her with fat jokes
while mom and dad laugh along. Her mom
tells her they tease her because they Jove
her. Is that the excuse for the kids at
school? She quietly slips into the bathroom and pushes her finger down her
throat. Her dinner flies up her throat and
she sighs relief. She leans against the
porcelain, breathing heavily. Her hands are
ugly from the scrapes and tears on her
knuckles. Her teeth are a grayish-brown
from the enamel wearing away. Her head
is pounding and she just wants to die.
This isn't fiction . Carla and Sara are
just two examples of a silent epidemic this
country deals with.
"Nearly 80 percent of eating disorders
have roots leading to a sexually abusive
past," states Alice Gibson, a representative
for Remuda Ranch, an eating disorder
rehabilitation center based in Arizona. The

Photo Illustration by Kaerrie Simons

other twenty percent are mostly rooted in
the notion that everyone needs to look like
a runway model, a thought girls as young
as 11 years old take to heart.
"Chaos and stress from sexual abuse
can make a girl feel as if she is not in control. Understandably, a child will feel as if
the abuse will consume them and they can
only control their diet, if not any other
aspect of their life. As a girl begins to hit
puberty, the developmental stage, the less
nutrition the body receives, the less development will take place. In a young girl's
way of thinking, if the abuser doesn't see a
woman body, perhaps he/she will not find
the abused desirable any longer," Gibson
says. "The child feels ugly and unworthy
and begins the downward spiral of anorexia nervosa because of this Jack of selfesteem."
Anorexia nervosa is defined as the
pathological loss of appetite that occurs
chiefly in young women, and is psychological in origin. Anorexia is a disease.
Just like an alcoholic, the anorexic will
deal with the struggle for the rest of his or
her life. Anorexia differs from Bulimia in
that, with Bulimia, food is actually eaten;
however, before the body digests the food,
the individual forces it from his or her
body. Typically, vomiting is the method of
choice; however, laxatives are also often
used. Bingeing and purging are also terms
associated with this disorder.
The average woman in America stands
at five-foot-four and weighs 140 lbs. Only
10 percent of the world's population looks
like the models found in Cosmopolitan,
Vogue, etc. When viewing a doctor's chart,
models are not healthy individuals .
Weighing only 110 lbs., but standing at 5
foot 11 inches is considered unhealthy and
underweight. Yet, these women are the
women we choose to represent what
American women should look like by
placing them in our magazine ads and
fashion shows. Stick figures inundate our
media, sending messages to young women
that if they want to be popular and noticed,
then they must adhere to the policies of the

fashion industry. Interestingly enough, the
first emancipated model to begin the look
we so admire was an outpatient from a
tuberculosis hospital! In the late sixties,
just before the ever-popular "Twiggy,"
came an anorexic patient recovering from
a serious disease and we made her
America's icon of beauty and proportionality.
Signs of anorexia nervosa are: rapid
weight loss (20% lower than ideal medical
body weight), brittle hair and nails, dry
skin, loss of menstrual cycle, memory
loss, lack of concentration, and excessive
mood swings. Lunago (white downy fuzzy
hair) often appear on the forearms and face
of the individual. This is the body's natural defense and reaction to a loss of insulation. Anorexics will restrict themselves
from eating and keep up a strict and brutal
exercise regimen.
Signs of Bulimia are: bingeing and
purging, broken blood vessels in eyes,
scars on hands, erratic eating patterns,
depression, and mood swings. Bulimics
will also restrict themselves from one meal
and binge on another. Stomach acid from
constant vomiting rots away the enamel on
the teeth. Open cuts on the knuckles are
from the fast motion of self-induced vomiting.
While those of us who are secure and
wanted are sleeping, a battle rages on for
the self-worth of women.
Yes, we've made startling discoveries
about women's health. Yes, we as women
have conquered ground previously considered invincible. Yes, we, as a society, have
taken upon the charge of equality. Yes, we
are a nation of freedom, limited poverty,
wealth, military power and medical
prowess. Yet, there's a young girl right
now, struggling with the woman inside of
her, who is looking at a magazine, or
cringing from an abusive relative. She
goes unseen. Is it society's pressure that
keeps her over a toilet in agony or is it a
family environment going unnoticed?
Quick, do you see her? She's the one
crying in the corner.
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school buses, however, "the primary
means of occupant protection," says the
NHTSA, "is a concept known as compartmentalization--strong, well padded, well
anchored, high backed, evenly spaced
seats." LeMon says these "closely spaced,
high back seats are designed to package
children like eggs, effectively providing
'automatic' protection in most crashes."
Although several studies, including
those of real-world bus accidents, have
shown compartmentalization to be effective protection, proponents of seat belts
cite various reasons they should be added.
The primary reasons cited include:
* In a crash, seat belts will reduce the
probability of death and the severity of
injuries to children correctly seated in
post-1977 buses;
* Using seat belts improves passenger
behavior and reduces driver distractions;
* Seat belts offer injury protection in
rollover or side impact crashes; and
*The cost to install seat belts in school
buses is nominal.
But there are many industry experts
who contend otherwise.
For one, they cite real-world crash
examples. In a 1987 safety study by the
National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB), 43 serious school bus crashes
were investigated to determine the effects
of seat belts. The crashes, which included
frontal, side and a large number of rollover
crashes, were evaluated to see if seat belt
use would have made a difference in the
injury levels of school bus occupants.
NTSB concluded that:
* "School bus occupant deaths and
serious injuries sustained by survivors for
the most part were attributable to the occupants' seating position being in direct line
with the crash forces;
* It is unlikely that the availability of
any type of restraint would have improved
the injury outcome;
* Rollover incidents in the NTSB study
were associated with hi gher levels of
school bus passenger injuries than nonrollovers but to a much smaller degree
than anticipated. Nearly 86 percent of all
the school bus passengers were either
uninjured or received only minor injuries;
*The slight increase in school bus passenger injury severity associated with
rollover incidents was due primarily to
school bus rollovers preceded by collisions. The initial impact, not the rollover,
was responsible for the higher injury levels;
* Lap belt use probably would have
made no change in the total number of
fatalities to school bus passengers ... possibly one more fatality would have resulted;
* At best, lap belt use probably would
have reduced somewhat the injuries of
eight of the 24 school bus passengers with
serious injuries and made no difference to
the majority;
* At worse, lap belt use would have
increased the injuries to almost as many pas-
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sengers with serious injuries as it
improved;
* Lap belt use
probably would
have
worsened
the outcome of
one-fifth (20 percent) of the 58
school bus passengers with moderate
injuries."
In geooal, opponents of seatbelts say

"more children are
killed in the 'danger
zone' [unloading
and loading zone
immediately around
school bus] and as
pedestrians walking
to and from the
school bus stop than
inside the school
bus," reported Bill
Paul, editor and publisher of School
Transportation
News. "Seatbelts are
of no value in
these accidents."

Photo by Nicole Stinger

"Yellow school buses are 172 times safer than thefamily car," said school bus safety advocate Dr. Cal LeMon.

Paul also said opponents contend
"there is no data to show that seatbelts
would reduce fatalities or injuries; fatalities inside school buses represent a very
small percent of all school bus fatalities."
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that
having seatbelts available will mean chi!dren will use them. In August 1994, the
Center for Urban Transportation Research
in the College of Engineering at the
University of South Florida published a
report, To Belt or Not to Belt: Experiences
of School Districts that Operate Large
School Buses Equipped with Seatbelts.
The study primarily looked at school districts in New York (763 of the 814 school
districts studied), where seat belt installation is mandated but not their use. The
report revealed that 77.5 percent of the
respondents said students use the seat belts
10 percent of the time or less while only
6.1 percent of the respondents said students

use them 51 percent of the time or
more.
With regard to
the idea that
seat belts would
enhance behavior in students,
thereby reducing driver distraction and lessening the number of
crashes, the USF
Center for Urban
Transportation
Research Study
found otherwise.
"Overall, student
conduct did not
improve while riding in the school
buses as a result of
the provision of
seat belts and, in
a few instances,
the questionnaire
respondents indicated that student
conduct actually had become
worse," reported

the NHTSA on the findings of the study.
Additionally, opponents of seat belts
"worry about the potential use of seat belts
as weapons by children against each other
inside the school bus, the risks of injury
induced by the lap belts themselves in collisions, and the potential risks and limitations of seat belts in overturned buses in
lakes and rivers, fire-engulfed buses and
other accident scenarios too unpleasant to
contemplate, with injured children
strapped in, unable to exit the bus," said
Paul.
Paul said they also cite "the domino
effect" that can occur when some students
on board are wearing their seat belts, while
others are not. He said, "In the event of a
frontal or certain side impact crashes, a
child wearing a seat belt would absorb not
only his or her own weight, but also the
weight of an unbelted child or children in
the seat(s) behind, thus doubling the crash

Photograph by Nicole Stinger

A police offiCer stops traffic outside lAkewood High School in St. Petersburg to give the line ofschool buses
a safe exit onto 54th Avenue South.

force that belted child would have to
absorb."
Paul said the bottom line for opponents
is no data exists that shows the installation
of lap belts will solve safety problems on
school buses.
So where does that leave us in the great
seat belt debate?
Although the benefits of compartmentalization have been proven effective in
many tests, no one on either side of the
issue is taking the argument for or against
seat belts lightly. The main concern of
NHTSA and other agencies in studying
school bus crashes and the effectiveness of
existing safety devices is the protection of
the children who travel in those 440 thousand yellow school buses each day.
The research is ongoing and the
NHTSA, for one, has initiated a research
program to develop what it calls the "next
generation of occupant protection for
school bus passengers."
In the meantime, LeMon said those
who are concerned about congested roads
and child safety need to take an objective
look at why school bus ridership has
declined nationally and that parents should
keep a close eye on school board decisions
involving student transportation.
"If your state is cutting its pupil transportation budget, demand to know why,"
LeMon said. "If funding costs are delaying
the purchase of new buses or making service so inconvenient for working parents
that it's easier to drive children to school,
demand more buses and more convenient
schedules. If your teenagers want to drive
to school instead of taking the bus, understand that doing so would greatly increase
their risk of injury or death."
Concerned parents and citizens can
also take a look at the arguments both for
and against seat belts presented on the
School Transportation News website at
www.stnonline.com. There are several
links listed for more information, especially specific information from government
sources.
You can also advocate alternative safety programs, such as directing funds
towards research on making the 'danger
zone' safer for children.
In the end, your best bet is to be
informed so you know which side of the
argument you're on and then work with
your school and congressional leaders to
propose any changes you would like to see
made.
"We give lip service to how 'our children are our future,"' said LeMon, "but all
of that is so much sloppy sentimentality
unless we ensure their physical safety. The
big yellow school bus is the safest and
smartest form of transportation for our
children."
We can all work together to make it
even safer.

Further information can be obtained
from the NHTSA website and "School Bus
Safety Page" at www.nhtsa.dot.gov and at
www.stnonline. com.
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Exploring lost
civilizations
New exhibit explores the mystical and magical ancient Peru.
Kaerrie Simons
Nest Editor

The mystery continues around every
corner of the exhibit.
The Inca, a nation of only 40 thous?.nd,
The next exhibit at the Florida managed to conquer lO million subjects to
International Museum will be Empires of form an empire larger than the Ottoman at
Mystery: The Incas, The Andes and Lost its peak. How did they do it? And how
were the Spanish able to conquer such
Civilizations.
Opening Oct. 23, it will be the fifth warriors?
In Peru, mummification was practiced
blockbuster exhibition the museum has
one thousand years before the Egyptians,
hosted since it opened in January 1995.
Visitors of the last exhibit, Titanic, and yet these mummies are perfectly preknow the museum goes all out in prepar- served. What were the methods that made
ing for an exhibition of this magnitude, this possible?
Chan Chan, the world's largest adobe
often transforming rooms of the exhibit
hall in an effort to make visitors feel trans- city, has survived numerous earthquakes
ported back in time. This exhibit is said to over the centuries and is re-created in the
exhibit corridors for visitors. Is it true the
be no exception.
Empires of Mystery will feature the mysterious whistling pots found in this
largest exhibition of Peruvian artifacts city make a sound audible only to the person blowing them?
ever to travel to the
Also re-created
United States and will
are the enormous and
span several thousand
intricate designs that
years of history,
were carved into the
including
rituals ,
desert
sands
at
artistry, warfare and
Nazca... designs which
the daily lifestyle of
have survived for
some of the most
complex and sophisticated civilizations 2,000 years but were only discovered in
the 1940s when passengers from a plane
the Western Hemisphere has ever known.
Of the 300 artifacts to be displayed, saw them. The Nazca lines are so vast,
some of the more significant are three they can only be understood by viewing
mummies, one of which is a 1,500-year- them from thousands of feet in the air.
old mummy of a sorceress who is wrapped So why were these carvings made and
in her hair, which is over eight feet long. who would have been able to see them
Also included in the exhibit are gold cere- from such a height?
But perhaps the biggest mystery of
monial objects, ornate nose rings, and
1,500-year-old human skulls with evi- all: Will the exhibition have the
dence of successful brain surgery... beg- answers?
Or will visitors leave with more
ging the question: How could a civilization have performed ancient brain surgery questions than ever before ... Who were
over two thousand years ago and have these people? Where did they come
from? Where did they go?
patients survive?
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Morning Routine
Here's an inside glimpse at how the Oasis program involves its
students and teachers in innovative teaching methods.
Krista Reiner
Nest Contributor

The meeting came to order promptly at 8
a.m. With their chairs arranged in a circle, members of the group read out loud
the creed of goals. No, it isn't a meeting
of corporate executives. The participants
were eighth graders in Oasis, the
dropout-prevention program housed on
the USF-St. Petersburg campus.
Each day, Oasis students arrive early
to socialize and watch the cable music
station. But at 8 sharp, the students
themselves begin the meeting by reciting
the pledge of allegiance followed by the
Oasis creed. Then it is time to discuss the
day's business among themselves and
their instructors, Debbie Rice, program
specialist and counselor, Kevin Erkstin,
academic teacher, and Lisa Hartley,
teacher's assistant.
Part of the ritual includes "Comments
and Praise." Passing around a stuffed
animal to signify who has the speaking
floor, each student wishing to reflect on
the previous day directs his or her thanks
and gratitude to the others.
"I'd like to thank Ms . Debbie for
buying me a candy bar at the CAC," said
one student.
"I'd like to thank Jus tin for a good
game of pool," Jamie said.
"I'd like to thank Ms. Debbie for taking the time to talk to me yesterday,"
Akeem said, shyly alluding to a personal
problem he shared with Rice.
Erkstin went on to praise the class for
its good behavior at the Campus
Activities Center, telling them that with
continued good behavior, the class
would be able to get out of the classroom
and into other "good learning environments."
After the Comments and Praise, a

black three-ring notebook called the
"Agenda" was pulled out. Each day the
instructors or the students can write
issues they would like to see addressed at
the morning meeting.
This morning, Rice brought a
McDonald's hamburger--she wanted to
address the issue of quality. She asked
the class what they expected when they
bought a hamburger.
They replied a quality burger should
have meat, a bun, tomato, lettuce,
ketchup, mustard and two pickles.
Rice asked what they would do if
there weren't two pickles on the burger?
What if there was a bite taken out of it?
What if there was no bun? What if it was
squashed and torn? To each question, the
students said that they would not be getting a quality burger.
"If you think about this hamburger
being schoolwork, and compare the two,
how is it like the papers you've turned in
as homework?" Rice asked. The class
laughed knowingly. A paper turned in
without all its parts, torn or ripped, is not
quality work, she told them.
"I want you all to think about this
burger each time you turn in a paper,"
Rice continued, showing the class the
now mutilated burger, "and ask yourself
if your work is quality."
The morning gathering, Rice later
explained, is part of what she calls "a
constant conversation of excellence"
stressed in her teaching. Using techniques like her hamburger lesson, Rice
sees high-impact results in the Oasis students. Rice said the students need support and continual encouragement.
By providing a therapeutic atmosphere for students, Oasis helps foster
self-respect and self-confidence. "We do
not allow the kids to believe they cannot
excel."

Mind Advantage
Let Your Mind Work For You

Become The
Master of Your Mind
Effective Study Skills
Improve your read i ng speed
Retention and Comprehension
Overcome test anxiety
Dr. Alvin Bartz, Ph.D., invites you to learn
SELF-HYPNOSIS and become the student you have
always wanted to be.
For a NO OBLIGATION FREE CONSULTATION call
Dr. Alvin Bartz, Ph.D., CBA, CHT at 826-1742
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Dlealth and . •C\Oellness
Hypnosis: Can it mal{e
Managing Time
your life better?

weekly guide to living fit ....body & mind

Alvin Bartz, Ph.D.
Nest Contributor
This article seeks to help the reader
better understand what hypnosis is and
what it is not. It will show that our ability
to be hypnotized is a natural psychological
trait that was an important factor in man's
survival and evolution. It will discuss
some of the marvelous ways in which hypnosis is currently being used to help make
people's lives better. And it will conclude
by attempting to dispel some of the misconceptions that have impeded the potential benefits hypnosis has to offer.
Hypnosis is an altered state of consciousness, more akin to daydreaming
than to sleep. It is a state of heightened
awareness and focus in a realm of deep
peace, calm and relaxation. In the hands of
a competent therapist, it is a means for
helping people take personal responsibility for achieving their individual goals of
living a fulfilling and meaningful life.
Hypnosis is not magic or some supernatural power. It is a natural human ability which, in many ways, has immeasurably contributed to the very survival of
humankind.
The trait of hypnotizability was an
important survival mechanism that was
passed down to succeeding generations.
The hypnotic ability of some Cro-Magnon
men to disassociate themselves from
severe physical pain, for example, would
greatly enhance their ability to survive
severe injury and otherwise disabling
wounds.
This ability hypnotically to separate
one's consciousness from physical pain
was utilized in amazing ways by ancient
Viking warriors as well. In preparation for
battle, Vikings would put themselves into
a berserk-hypnotic trance by repeatedly
shouting, "Odin, Odin, Odin!" Even
though these fierce warriors didn't wear
protective armor, they appeared oblivious
to even serious wounds. Here, too, the
capacity for dissociation from pain during
battle helped lead the Vikings to victory
and thus to the preservation of only the
fittest fighters .
Throughout man's ancient past, the
intentional and accidental use of hypnosis
can be found in abundance. Shaman and
medicine men apparently made the most
of this natural ability in their healing rituals. The ancient Egyptians developed
"Sleep Temples" where a truly formalized
hypnotic trance induction and guided
imagery were used in the relief of illness,
suffering and pain.
The underlying principles which
explain the foundation of human hypnotizability are being utilized by professional
clinicians today.
Let us now explore some of the myriad ways in which modern hypnotherapy is

being used to make people's lives better.
Through hypnosis, individuals can be
taught to channel the miraculous power of
their subconscious mind to make important life changes. Self-hypnosis can help
people control chronic pain, reduce stress
and anxiety, and continue to pursue meaningful and fulfilling life activities.
Hypnosis is widely used to help people
give up unwanted habits and phobic reactions. Hypnosis often helps people gain
greater self-confidence and the determination to achieve difficult personal goals and
objectives.
Hypnosis is also being used by many
women as the only means of anesthesia for
the delivery of their children and it is gaining wider and wider acceptance as an
adjunct to conventional medical treatment
both in surgery and the general field of
health and healing.
In the realm of psychiatry, hypnosis is
gaining greater acceptance than ever
before as a quick means for uncovering
deeply hidden traumatic experiences
which are often responsible for the onset
of chronic depression, stress and anxiety.
As a therapeutic tool, hypnosis can help
individuals tap into a core of strength,
confidence and determination, which
greatly enhances any psychiatric technique that is being used.
While it is unlikely that this article will
dispel all of the misconceptions about
hypnosis, I would like to conclude by
addressing some of the most common misconceptions and encourage the reader to
seek a greater awareness of a natural phenomenon that might serve to enhance his
or her enjoyment of life.
Is hypnosis dangerous?
No. Hypnosis is never dangerous in
the hands of a trained professional and it
can never be used against you. You cannot
be manipulated by hypnosis and made to
do anything that is not in keeping with
your morals or your purpose for seeking
hypnosis. However, you are indeed open
to the idea that positive change can easily
take place which will make your life happier and more fulfilling.
Can I be hypnotized?
Yes. The vast majority of people can
easily be hypnotized; yet, no one can be
hypnotized against his or her will.
Individuals who possess relatively normal
intelligence and who do not suffer from
acute paranoia or schizophrenia can easily
Jearn self-hypnosis and deepen their hypnotic state with practice.
Are there any negative side effects to
hypnosis?
No. There are absolutely no negative
side effects from hypnosis. Hypnosis is
not addictive. One awakens from the hypnotic state feeling well rested, clear-headed, relaxed and refreshed. Hypnosis
invariably leads to deeper and more restful

It seems impossible to think that summer has come and gone and we're already
coming to the close of October, but here
we are. As with any session, there are a lot
of exciting, new things to learn, but also a
lot of hard work that will take place in the
next couple of months, especially with
finals. That's why I've decided to offer
you a few time management tips in this
article.
Time management is a skill that is beneficial to us all. Whether you are a student,
corporate employee or homemaker, time
management can help you get the most out
of your day and also help alleviate stress.
Please don' t view time management as yet
one more burdensome and dreary thing to
do, but instead consider it to be a skill that
can be learned and used to its fullest
advantage. A skill that will ultimately free
you up so that when you have spare time
(an often laughable concept, I know), you
can be as spontaneous as you'd like to be.
As a student, there are several specific
techniques that can help you manage your
time. I'd like to take a few moments to
review some of these techniques.
Number one on the list Is to keep a
semester calendar. If you haven't started
one yet, don 't worry; it's never too late to
at least look organized. But seriously, a
semester calendar can be a tremendous
help. It should contain dates for all tests,
projects, term papers, group meetings, etc.
for all your classes. Included in the calendar should also be personal and work
obligations as well as scheduled time for a
little R & R, exercise or various other
nonacademic activities you enjoy.
Keeping a complete calendar will allow
you to look at your week and know exactly what is in store. It's also extremely beneficial to divide large projects into smaller
ones and note the accomplishments/work
you expect to complete on your calendar.
Including study time in your weekly
calendar is also very important and often
overlooked. Setting aside a block of time
for study may make the study session
sleep, and a more positive feeling of selfcontrol and self-mas~ery.
From its ancient evolutionary origins
to its modern uses, hypnosis is a natural
phenomenon which, when directed by a
skilled professional, can offer amazing
benefits to all who have the courage to
expand their comfort zone and try something different that will surely make their
lives better.
Alvin Bartz, Ph.D., is a clinical hyprwtherapist and certified behavior analyst.
He is a member of the National Society of
Hyprwtherapists, the American Association
of Professional Hyprwtherapists and the
American Association 'of Behavior
Therapists.

more productive instead of trying to do it
on the fly.
Once you have completed your calendar, you need to keep it updated, adding
new assignments as they are given and
reevaluating where you are on those longterm projects. This could be done on a
weekly basis.
Another technique used to manage
your time is to make and follow a daily
"Things To Do" list. Many of the items on
your daily list will come from your semester calendar. This list should be prioritized
so that you are working on the most
important "things to do" first. It's quite
satisfying at the end of a busy day to look
at this list and see that you' ve completed
at least most of the items. Items not completed can be rolled to tomorrow's list and
then may or may not become higher in priority.
Another important technique is to
learn to control interruptions and distractions. Try turning off your phone when
you need to study or simply telling friends
and family that you need quiet time. Also,
turning off the TV and stereo may lead to
a more productive work session.
Additional techniques to manage time
include using your "wait" time for reading
(while standing in Jines, waiting for the
bus, etc.), avoiding cramming for an exam
and avoiding perfectionism.
Last but certainly not least, learn to say
no. You can't always be available to do
everything everyone wants and still be
able to meet your school and work responsibilities.
Hopefully, some of these techniques
will help you get organized and use that
precious resource ... time...more efficiently.
If you'd like more information, please
stop by my office, DAV 118, or call me at
553-3114. I am currently on campus
Tuesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and would be delighted to share additional information on time management or
any other well ness topic of interest. Good
luck with the rest of your semester.
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Resume Service

Mark Your Calendar!

Resumes--Fast, affordable, customized
resumes by professional editor/writer.
Resumes should be a personal marketing tool. I'll help your background
sparkle. Call Ginjer Clarke at 727-3973306.

November 14 will be our annual Fall
Fest. Join us for food, fun, and fami ly
entertainment! This event is sponsored
by Harborside Productions and will be
held from I p.m. to 6 p.m. Harborside.

Attention Crafters
Would you like to partiCipate in the
Craft Fair to be held as part of Fall Fest
on November 14? Contact the Student
Activities Office at 553- 1180.

Students Needed
Interested in event planning or would
you like to learn about student activities? Join us for a Harborside
Productions meeting! Mondays at 4 p.m.
in CAC 133.

Crow's Nest Writers

Advertising Sales

If you have talent, we have an outlet.
Write features, news pieces or commentary for the student newspaper. Work on
assignment or on your own. Call Kaerrie
at 553-31 13.

Apply today to sell ads for The Crow's
Nest, your student newspaper. Do something great for your school. Earn 15 percent commission on ad sales. Call
Kaerrie at 553-3113 .

Make Extra Income

Over $10,000 in
coupons for only $30

Making extra income has gotten MUCH
easier! Give yourself those promotions
you deserve. Get paid over and over
again for the effort you put forth today.
A MUST SEE opportunity-- NOT for
couch potatoes! Call Karen for date &
time. 522-5917 or 553-5392.
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.QUICK & EASY PERM
Shampoo,
Blow Dry

$895

I
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COLOR & CUT
I ALL PAUL MITCHELL PRODUCTS
I

$2395
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Want to buy a 1999 Entertainment
Book? See Nancy DeBord or call 9060081 . St. Petersburg, Tampa, or editions
from all over the country are available.
They make great Christmas gifts!

Get a higher score.
Then change the world.
Setting your sights high? Before making your mark, you'll need to ace your tests. No one can
prepare you better than Kaplan. With 60 years of proven success getting students into the
schools of their choice, we're the #1 name in test prep. Classes are filling up fast, so call today.

CLASSES STARTING SOON!

Call today to register!

CALL 1-800
KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
www.kaplan.com

World Leader in Test Prep
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October 20

October 21

Break the Silence! The Clothesline Project
of Tampa Bay will have shirts on display
to bear witness to violence against women.
Each shirt is a woman's story of her experience with violence. Th.is event is sponsored by Harborside Productions and the
shirts will be displayed Harborside from
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.

Point-counterpoint
discussion
on
"Christian Science, Children and
Medicine." Speakers are Janna C.
Merrick, a professor of government and
international affairs at USF whose
research focuses on healthcare policy for
pregnant women and young children, and
Peggy DesAutels, director of the medical
ethics program at USF's Eth.ics Center.
Noon in Davis Hall 130. Free, but reservations are required. Call 553-3172 to RSVP.

October 20
On Oct. 20 and 27 and Nov. 10 and 17
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., the USF Police
Department is offering
free Rape
Aggression Defense (RAD) classes in the
CAC. For more infonnation, please contact the USF Police Department at 5531140.

October 21 - 22
A book and bake sale will be held in Davis
Lobby from I 0 a.m. to 8 p.m. to benefit
The Michael House. This is a home for
babies who are abandoned at birth or born
addicted to drugs. The money raised will
be used for the detoxification of the infants
and counseling for mothers wanting to
keep their babies. Want to make a donation
of books or baked goods? Please contact
Lisa Gilbreath at 426-0417 by October 20.

Lecture, "The Changing History of Old
Age in America." Speaker is Thomas R.
Cole, author of The Journey of Life: The
Cultural History of Life in America and
director of the University of Texas'
Institute for Medical Humanities. Cole
will discuss the evolution of images about
the U.S. elderly and the attitudes toward
them. Free and open to the public, 6:30
p.m. in Davis Hall 130.

October 23
"Aging and Community," presented by
speakers Dorothy and David Counts,
anthropologists and authors of Over the
Next Hill: An Ethnography of RVing
Seniors in North America. The Counts will

discuss how senior citizens organize their
lives in different types of communities.
Free and open to the public, 1:30 p.m. in
Davis Hall 130.

October 25
The second annual 25th Hour Bayboro
Brunch takes place on campus. Noon that
day will be the reception and alumni silent
auction. At 1 p.m., the brunch and program
begin. Call 553-1561 for more infonnation.

October 27
The League of Women Voters of the St.
Petersburg Area are hosting a program on
the proposed constitutional amendments.
Jon Mills, a law professor at UF, and
Barbara Ford-Coates of Sarasota, two
members of the Constitutional Revision
Commission will be discussing and taking
questions on the proposed amendments.
The program will be held at the St.
Petersburg Main Library, 3745 Ninth Ave.
N., St. Petersburg on Tuesday, Oct. 27,
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

October 30
Harborside Productions will be sponsoring
a Halloween Masquerade in the CAC

CORE, 8 p.m. - 12 a.m. Be sure to get your
ticket in advance. At last year's party, The
Crow:s- Nest caught many students in the
act of being way too connected to the characters they were dressed as ... but that just
makes the party so much better. This year,
the big question is: Who will win the costume contest? A few people have told us
what they're coming as and we're ready
with our camera. So join us for music,
dancing and refreshments; be crazy; get
scared. I.D. is required. The party is free
for students and just $2 for faculty, staff,
and guests. Tickets can be purchased at the
front desk in the CAC.

Great Explorations
Haunted Halloween
Great Explorations, The Children's
Hands-on Museum, has Halloween treats
for the whole family. On Oct. 24 - 25,
design your own "Trick -Or- Treat" bag or
scary mask. Also on Oct. 24, the museum
will present "Special - Effects Spooky
Story Telling Among the Stars." Join master story teller, Larry Venson, in the Star
Tracker planetarium for pre-Halloween
story telling under the stars. Running until
the end of the month is the Haunted House
Spooktacular. Call 821-8992.

THE HARP & THISTLE PUB
HThe Misty Isles on the Gulf"
www.harpandthistlepub.com
fJ

HARP • GUINNESS • BASS • Pub Food Anytime!

Belhaven Ale- Draft Cider

CELTIC FOLK MUSIC
Wed.- Thurs.- Sun. 8:00PM • Fri.- Sat. 9:00PM
650 Corey Avenue, St. Pete Beach
Mon. • Sat. 10 • 2 AM • Sun. 1 PM - 2 AM

360-4104

r

is coming and Harborside roductions is
planning a

HALLOWEEN
MASQUERADE
frida9, Oct. ~0
8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Campus Activities Center COR.E
Flease get 9our ticket in advance!
free for students; $2 for facult9, staff, and guests

Your searchfor that "hard-to-find" book
ends when you dial our number!
We'll use our vast resources to locate
exactly what you've been searching for.
And, we'll gladly special order it for you.
SEILING TEXTBOOKS TO STUDENTS
FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS!

Bestsellers • Non-Fiction • Reference • Cookbooks
Classics • Rom.ance • Travel • Fiction & More
121 7th Ave. S.
OPEN:
(OppositeUSF
St. Pete campns)

BAYBORO BOOKS Mon.-Fri.10-6
Sat. 11-3

••Tickets available at the
CAC front Desk Oct.
19- 29 and in Davis
Lobby 12- 1 p.m. & ; - 6
p.m. Oct. 19 - 22 & 26 28. (Tickets will be
available at the door.)

Costume contests
Music
Dancing
Refreshments
J.D. R.eCJuired

